Oil Terminal
Analytics Tool
Understand Global Oil and Liquids Storage
Terminal Capacity in a time of need

The Oil Terminal Analytics Tool, derived from IHS Markit’s Energy
Infrastructure and Markets Database, will save you time monitoring liquids
storage portfolios worldwide as well as identifying the most competitive
terminals based on storage capacity, product flexibility and number of
transportation access types. The Oil Terminal Analytics tool is built upon a
comprehensive global oil and LPG/NGL terminal and storage database
which is updated continuously by a team of analysts around the world.

The Oil Terminal Analytics Tool is now available to clients on
Connect® and allows customers to:

Understand liquid storage capacities for crude oil, refined products,
NGLs & LPG on a facility basis worldwide

Monitor liquid storage portfolios for any company, country or
region worldwide

Track storage capacity tied to refineries or global oil hubs

Identify most competitive terminals based on capacity, flexibility
and access/connections

Gain robust access to Power BI based analytics dashboards:

1. Global company storage portfolio: Compare the terminal portfolios of different companies in terms of market share,
storage capacity, countries covered and their concentration to global oil hubs.
2. Company storage portfolio by country: Quickly understand the competitive environment within a specific country in
terms of market share, storage capacity and type.
3. Company terminal portfolio by country: Gives the user the possibility to better understand the competitive environment
within a specific country in terms of access types, products handled and overall quantity of terminals.
4. Complexity: Allows the user to assess the competitiveness of an individual or group of oil terminals based on its or their
number of access types, product flexibility and storage capacity.
5. Connectivity: Enables the user to assess the competitiveness of terminals within a specific city in terms of surrounding
infrastructures available.
6. Final terminal score: Gives the user the possibility to benchmark worldwide terminals.
7. Terminal score details: Helps to understand the score of each terminal based on their number of access types, storage
capacity and products handled.
8. City ranking: Allows the user to go through the overall score of terminals within a specific city, highlighting the
competitiveness of different hubs.
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Learn more, request a quote: ihsmarkit.com/oil-terminal-analytics
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+1 303 858 6187 (Outside US/Canada) solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers
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